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D. At the corporate stock holder level

Answer: A

QUESTION: 45
When is the best time to discuss return on investment?

A. Throughout the decision process
B. only at the beginning of the decision process
C. only near the end of the decision process
D. only at the time of signing

Answer: A

QUESTION: 46
Which operating system can lock down the thin client on the first startup and
require the user to configure the password on the first use?

A. HP TeemTalk
B. HP ThinState
C. HP Smart Zero Core
D. HP Device Manager

Answer: C

QUESTION: 47
Where is the data stored in a client virtualization environment?

A. On the local client hard drive
B. On a removable hard drive connected to the local client
C. In the cloud managed through the local client operating system
D. In a central location and managed through a server environment

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 48
What is an advantage of HP Device Manager over Wyse thin client management
software?

A. HP Device Manager supports HP Thin Clients and most competing thin
clients.
B. HP Device Manager is compatible with Windows or Linux.
C. HP Device Manager is provided at no additional cost with all HP Thin Clients.
D. Client automation functionality, similar to the Wyse Device Manager
Enterprise Edition, is provided at no additional cost with all HP Thin Clients.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 49
What should you do when prioritizing solution attributes to offer your customer?

A. Calculate the amount of desktop space and power needed for each user
B. Understand the customer's pain points and how they prioritize features
C. Analyze how each attribute affects security
D. Identify how many users are on the network at one time

Answer: B

QUESTION: 50
What are the key initial activities required for a technical evaluation when a
customer is considering adopting client virtualization? (Select two.)

A. An x-ray view of the end users’ PCs to understand user profiles
B. An environmental impact study
C. A 24-hour response support contract
D. A proof of concept study

Answer: A, D
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